Product Architect
About VuNet
VuNet Systems(www.vunetsystems.com) has an award winning AI product to
vastly improve IT operations for the new age digital enterprise. Our core offering is a big data analytics and AI based software product, which brings together
and correlates real time information across applications, business transactions
and infrastructure. Our customers choose VuNet to improve their customer experience in the new digital world.
VuNet Systems is headquartered in Bangalore, India and is expanding globally.
Founded in 2014, by a group of innovators, VuNet Systems has solid funding
from top tier firms.
Job Description
Product Architect for an AI based Startup, working on a ground breaking AI and BigData
Analytics based product for IT operations.
Roles and Responsibilities
 Primary responsibility is to take up product ownership across backend, frontend, machine learning components, ability to work with the larger product team, arrive at best architectural approach, choose most appropriate frameworks
 Ability to work with teams on design, development and execution
 Ability and commitment to deliver major initiatives in a timely manner
 Embrace good development practices including design specification, coding standards,
unit testing and code reviews
 A self-starter, who loves to take on hard problems, loves solving service scalability problems, enjoys breaking things and enthusiastic to learn new technologies and working in
startup environments
Skills and Experience







At least 8+ years of Experience in software development
Experience in coding in one or multiple languages (C or C++ or Java or Python)
Knowledge/experience of software and application design and architecture
Experience working on complex software projects
A technical mindset with great attention to detail
Knowledge/experience in no sql databases, (ElasticSearch, mongoDB), big data stacks,
REST API, machine learning will be an added plus.

 Shown success as an individual contributor and ability to communicate in great detail
 If you also have built products from scratch and worked in the monitoring or analytics
space, it is another huge plus
What We Offer ?
Along with a competitive salary, we offer a generous employee stock option plan and a fun
work atmosphere, with other talented, motivated and interesting co-workers. You will also
be working on cutting edge technologies, where you take ownership of end to end development. You will get ample opportunities to learn and grow your abilities and be part of a
very enriching journey.
How to Apply ?
If you are interested, e-mail us at jobs@vunetsystems.com, with your resume and an explanation of why you would be a good fit. But what we would also like to see is some code
you have written. We look forward to hearing from you.

